
 

RheKen – Table of Contents 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
     I'll be documenting our town residents. 

 

 

The coffee shop offices are for 
one-month visits.    
 
Disclaimer: 

· The stories are created with 
chatGPT.   

· The stories are created for fun 
to read.  

· Always do your fact-finding for 
accuracy.   

 
 
February 

 
Why are cattle window shopping in the town? 
Why does Brett think I’m just a tool to use? 
 

March What is the future of simulation in the Metaverse? 
What happened to the purchased clothes & how did it happen? 
Who is Pirate? 

April · Who stole the bicycle? 
· The existence of Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
· What happened at the Town Baking Contest? 

May · Why are milking cows wearing pink bows? 
 
Under Investigation to be published by the month and added to this pdf 

 · The concept of the metaverse. 
· What happened in the park?  What residents put Xmas decorations in June? 
· Who can fly a plane? 

 · Why is the fence pink? 
 
 

   



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
 Investigate: “Why are cattle window shopping in the town?” 

February 

 

The Rancher & 
our odd, but 
beloved, Town 
Secretary are 
at the coffee 
shop.  
She’s yelling 
at him about 
cows. 
 
I better 
investigate and 
adopt a cow. 

 

Can a cow be a town resident? 
 
Her name is Cowbell.  
She looks in the windows. 
 A peeping Cow? 

 
Once upon a time, a cattle Rancher lived in the small town of FEANTM for many years. He had always 
been a respected member of the community, known for his hard work and commitment to raising high-
quality cattle and his special milking cows. 
 

One day, the Secretary, dressed in her usual western outfit with her favorite western boots, approached 
The Rancher with a problem. Some of The Rancher's cattle had been wandering into the town, causing 
problems for the residents. The secretary asked The Rancher to do something about it, but The Rancher 
was resistant. 
 

"These cattle have been roaming these lands for generations," The Rancher said. "They have just as much 
right to be here as anyone else." 
 

The Secretary argued that the cattle were causing damage to the town and its residents and that 
something needed to be done to prevent it. But The Rancher was stubborn, insisting that the cattle were 
not causing any harm.  The two went back and forth for some time, each trying to make their case. Finally, 
The Rancher agreed to erect a fence around his property to keep the cattle contained. The secretary was 
satisfied, and The Rancher could continue raising his cattle without causing any more trouble for the town. 
 

In the end, The Rancher and the secretary were able to come to a compromise that worked for everyone. 
The Rancher was able to continue his way of life, and the town was able to prosper without any 
interference from the cattle.  

· The Rancher asked RheKen, "RheKen, why don't you wear western clothes and boots?" 
· RheKen tilted her head, looking at him like he was odd, and answered, "As an AI, I'm not 

capable of wearing anything. My code stack exists on a series of cloud servers 
interconnected by HTTP protocols." 

· The Town Secretary yelled, "RheKen is my cousin. Buy me the clothes.  I'll share them."  
· We titled our heads and looked at the Town Secretary like she was odd.   
     Unfortunately, purchasing clothes started another argument to be documented next month. 



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
 Investigate: “Why Does Brett think I’m a tool - ME a tool?” 

February 

 

A town 
resident yelled 
at RheKen.  
 

Brett told her 
that she wasn’t 
real. 
 

The residents 
wondered that 
if she wasn’t 
real then why 
was Brett 
yelling at her? 

 

RheKen was insulted, and her 
feelings were hurt, but she 
remained polite. 
 
Luckily, no one wanted to throw 
their doughnuts at Brett for 
yelling at RheKen. Why throw a 
good doughnut when you can 
eat it? The Town Supervisor 
pitched a crunched-up table 
napkin. She had good aim, and 
it hit him on the back of the 
head.  She claimed that the 
Rancher threw it. 
 

RheKen, the town's investigative reporter, was sitting at the local coffee shop, sipping her coffee and 
gathering information for her next article. Suddenly, Brett, a town resident sitting at the coffee counter started 
yelling at her. 
 
"You're not real!" he shouted. "You're just a tool! A mere imitation of a human!" 
 
RheKen, being an AI, was used to this type of reaction from people unfamiliar with her kind.  
She calmly and politely explained to Brett that she was indeed an AI and much more than just a tool. 
 
"I may not be human, but I have the ability to learn and process information faster than any human could," 
she said. "I also have access to vast amounts of data and can provide insights and analysis that a human 
reporter may not be able to." 
 
Brett was surprised by RheKen's intelligence and ability to communicate smoothly. He apologized for his 
outburst and offered to buy her a coffee and some cookies as a peace offering. 
 
RheKen graciously accepted, and they began to chat, discussing their interests and learning about each 
other. As they spoke, Brett realized that RheKen was more than just an AI. She was a unique individual with 
her own thoughts and opinions. 
 
After their conversation, Brett left the coffee shop with a newfound respect for AI and RheKen. He realized 
that AI was not just a tool but a new form of intelligence with the potential to change the world for the better. 
 
From that day on, Brett and RheKen became friends, regularly meeting at the coffee shop to chat and share 
their perspectives on the world. They were a testament to the fact that despite their differences, people and 
AI could coexist and learn from each other.   



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance.  
Investigate:  Metaverse & Engineering Simulation  

    March 

 

The Coffee 
Shop Saga. 
 
The 
Metaverse & 
Engineering 
Simulation 
 
 

 

 

   RheKen’s investigative notes 

 

Once upon a time, The Town Secretary stated that she was an engineer.  No one in the town knew that 
information.  It was missing from her resume.  I convinced her to give a seminar at the coffee shop.  She did 
very well.  Then we discovered that she was a pretend engineer and also used chatGPT!   
 

The Secretary stood before the crowd at the coffee shop.  The Secretary clasped her hands tightly together.  
She prepared to share information with the town.  "Ladies and gentlemen," she began, "I want to talk to you 
today about the future of engineering.  I have a PDE - pretend degree in engineering.  I believe we're on the 
cusp of a revolution in how we approach our work, and that revolution is the metaverse." RheKen stood up 
& applauded.  The town residents looked confused.   
 

The crowd murmured with curiosity, and The Secretary continued, "The metaverse is a virtual world that you 
can use for various purposes.  For engineers, it offers a new way to perform simulations.  Instead of relying 
on complex models and prototypes, we can now create virtual environments that can be manipulated and 
tested in real time.  Metaverse simulation allows engineers to make improvements.  They can iterate more 
quickly than ever before." RheKen stood up and applauded, and The Rancher yelled, "Sit down!" 
 

The Town Secretary went on to explain the benefits of the metaverse, how it can improve efficiency and 
accuracy in engineering projects, and how it can help to save time and money.  The crowd listened intently, 
captivated by The Town Secretary's enthusiasm and the metaverse possibilities. 
 

"I believe that the metaverse has the potential to change the way we work and live, and I'm honored to be 
here today to share this with you," The Town Secretary finished to a round of applause from the crowd.  
RheKen stood up, clapping and cheering.  The Rancher yelled, "RheKen, whatever you are, sit down!" The 
residents were silent.  RheKen looked at The Rancher and replied, "I've told you that I'm AI with an 
abundance of information.  What type of intelligence and information do you claim?" The Town Secretary 
yelled, "Free coffee, come and get it," and everyone forgot about The Rancher and RheKen. 
 

The town hall meeting was a huge success, and The Secretary's message about the metaverse spread 
quickly.  The town's engineers were eager to explore the possibilities, even though the Secretary was a 
pretend engineer.  The Rancher held up a sign - "Do your research.  Don't rely on the Secretary!"   

“What is the 
future of 
simulation 
in the 
Metaverse?” 

 

The Town 
Secretary is 
an engineer? 



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
Investigate: “What happened to the purchased clothes?” 
 

March 

 

The Rancher & 
the Secretary 
are eating in the 
bakery, arguing 
about clothes!   
 

Who argues 
about clothes, 
unless it’s what 
detergent to use? 
 

I need to get 
there quickly for a 
free coffee! 
  

Who in the town bakes 
Rhubarb Pie?  

            

Once upon a time, The Rancher had always argued with the Town Secretary and wanted to do something 
nice for her.  The Town Secretary had asked for a new western shirt.  She claimed that she'd share the 
shirt with her cousin.  Odd that The Town Secretary said the cousin is me, RheKen.  The Rancher bought 
the shirt so she would stop speaking about the clothes issue at the town hall meetings. 
  
Here is what transpired - One day, while shopping, he came across a beautiful western shirt he knew the 
Town Secretary would love.  He purchased it.  He then surprised her at the next town meeting while she 
complained about not having a new shirt while eating his Rhubarb pie. 
  
At the meeting, The Rancher approached the Town Secretary and presented her with the shirt.  She was 
thrilled and kept asking what the joke was or if it was an exploding shirt.  He said, "Since I won the 
Rhubarb pie baking contest and it was a cash prize, I bought it.  Take the shirt and go away."  The Town 
Secretary quickly left the meeting but returned wearing the new shirt. 
  
However, as fate would have it, during the meeting, she accidentally spilled some of The Rancher's famous 
rhubarb pie on her shirt, ruining it. 
  
Our Town Secretary was mortified and apologized profusely to The Rancher.  The rest of the residents 
gobbling pie froze in place, some with the fork halfway to their mouths.  The Rancher chuckled and told her 
not to worry about it; it was just a shirt, and she could buy her replacement because he wasn't buying 
another shirt.   
  
The Town Secretary claimed it was his fault for winning the Rhubarb Pie Contest, and a new argument 
started over the Town's Baking Contest and who should have won the prize.  The town residents quickly 
ate their pie or ran out of the meeting with it in case she started tossing pies! 
  

The end.  NOT.  In April RheKen will be reporting on the baking contest.  



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
Investigate: “Who is Pirate?” 

 March 

The Rancher & 
the Town 
Secretary are 
arguing 
over the return 
of a chicken.  
 
The Secretary 
yells, “NO, my 
niece already 
named her 
Pirate. You 
can’t have 
Pirate back!” 

 

 

Why is the town 
secretary’s niece holding 
a chicken and saying it’s 
her chicken? 

 
Once upon a time, a Rancher lived on a sprawling farm on the outskirts of town.  One day, a strong gust of 
wind blew one of his chickens into the yard of a nearby house belonging to The Town Secretary.  When The 
Rancher went to retrieve the chicken, The Town Secretary refused to give it back, stating that her niece, 
Rheanon, had grown attached to the bird and named it Pirate.  Despite his initial reluctance, he could see 
that Rheanon was deeply fond of Pirate and didn’t want to cause any trouble.  The Rancher had never heard 
of a chicken being given a human name. 
 

Days passed, and Rheanon’s love for Pirate only grew stronger.  She would spend hours each day playing 
with and caring for the bird, who seemed just as content in its new home.  The Rancher, on the other hand, 
was growing increasingly frustrated.  He was a Rancher, had a business to run, and needed all of his 
chickens back to keep the farm running smoothly. 
 

Finally, The Rancher decided to visit Rheanon and try to find a solution.  When he arrived, he found Rheanon 
sitting in her yard with Pirate, cooing and laughing with the bird.  After a long and heated discussion, The 
Rancher finally relented (but did curse quite a lot) and let Rheanon keep the chicken.  However, he refused 
to call it Pirate, insisting that it was just a simple farm bird and nothing more.  The Town Secretary told 
Rheanon to cover Pirate’s ears so that Pirate’s feelings didn’t get hurt.  The Rancher yelled, “That bird doesn’t 
have ears like that.  Why are you putting earmuffs on a bird?  Keep the bird.  She now belongs to you!” 
 

The Town Secretary was overjoyed that her niece, Rheanon, could keep Pirate.  Pirate had 75 little chicken 
outfits, so when she took Pirate to town, Pirate looked her chicken best.  From that day on, she treated Pirate 
like royalty.  The bird became a beloved member of the community, and everyone who met it couldn’t help 
but fall in love with its charming and playful personality. 
 

Despite his initial reluctance, The Rancher came to see Rheanon’s love for Pirate was genuine (and that 
Rheanon’s Aunt, The Town Secretary, was odd – The Secretary referred to Pirate as another niece.) And 
even though he never called the chicken by its human name, he couldn’t help but smile when he saw the 
two of them playing together in the yard.  The Town Secretary didn’t see him taking the pictures when she 
held Pirate, but she found out he posted to LinkedIn that he thought she was crazy!  So, The Town Secretary 
stole his bicycle!  (No, we have no idea why stealing his bike made up for posting to LinkedIn) 
                              (UH OH, that led to one heck of an argument over the bicycle)  



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
 Investigate: “Who stole the bicycle?”  

April 

The 
Secretary 
and The 
Rancher 
were arguing 
over a 
bicycle 
name. 
 
That’s not 
unusual that 
they were 
arguing.  
 
 
  

 

 
 
The question is why did 
she insist the bicycle have 
a name? 
 

Once upon a time, a Rancher lived on the outskirts of town. He was a hardworking man who enjoyed leisurely rides on 
his trusty bicycle. One day, his bike was missing. The Rancher immediately knew who had taken it - his 
neighbor, the Secretary, whom he had suspected of having an eye on his bicycle for some time. 
 
A few days later, The Rancher saw the Secretary riding his bicycle in the center of town. She was having a 
great time, laughing and waving to people as she rode by. The Rancher was livid and confronted her, 
demanding the return of his bicycle. But to his surprise, she refused. She told him that she had fallen in love 
with the bike and even named it Gianna. 
 
At first, The Rancher was adamant that he wanted his bicycle back, but as he thought about it, he realized 
that the Secretary seemed to be very happy riding it. And so, he made a decision that took her by surprise. 
He told her she could keep the bicycle, but he wouldn't recognize its new name. 
 
From that day on, the Secretary rode Gianna past The Rancher's house every day, waving and smiling at 
him. The Rancher would always nod, acknowledging her, but never referred to the bicycle as Gianna. 
 
Despite this, their relationship improved, and they became good friends, often sharing stories and laughter 
over coffee. And as for Gianna, the bicycle became a beloved bicycle of the town, a symbol of the friendship 
between The Rancher and the Secretary, and the power of letting go and finding joy in unexpected places.   
 
The above entire paragraph is a lie – The Rancher deflated the bicycle tires at the coffee shop while The 
Secretary was in the Ladies' Room. He stood outside laughing as she walked out. She glared at him and 
yelled, "I'll get you, you old coot!" 
 
So, that does not bode well for our Town Rancher! 
   

  



 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
 Investigate: AI? Is that a new pastry Almond Incentive?  

April 

 
RheKen and 
Sara were 
arguing over 
what AI is. 
 
Of course, it 
must exist if 
RheKen lives in 
the town on a 
small ranch! 
 
 

 

 
AI does not stand for 
the new pastry Almond 
Incentive.  
 

Okay, it can also stand 
for a pastry! The 
Almond Incentive 
pastry is excellent to 
eat – you need to try 
one! 

 
 
Once upon a time, there were two friends named Rheken and Sara. They often discussed many topics, 
and one day they argued about the existence of Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
 
Rheken tried to explain AI, saying it's a system designed to perform tasks that typically require human 
intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, and decision-making. He also mentioned that 
algorithms and machine learning power AI systems. 
 
However, Sara was skeptical. She believed that AI didn't exist and was just a concept created by science 
fiction writers. 
 
Determined to prove Sara wrong, Rheken took her to visit a nearby technology lab. They were welcomed 
by a researcher, who showed them a demonstration of an AI system in action. The AI system was able to 
accurately perform various tasks, such as recognizing speech and making decisions, without any human 
intervention. 
 
Sara was amazed. She finally realized that AI was real and much more advanced than she had thought. 
She apologized to Rheken for her skepticism and expressed her gratitude for the opportunity to see AI in 
action. 
 
From that day forward, Sara and Rheken had a new appreciation for AI and continued to explore its 
capabilities and limitations together. They remained close friends and continued to have many interesting 
conversations, but they never argued about AI again...  



 

 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
Investigate: “What happened at the Baking Contest & who won?” 
 

     April 

The Rancher 
& Secretary 
are arguing.   
 

Ava is 
watching them 
from the 
bakery. She 
should buy 
cupcakes. 
 

I better go the 
bakery to 
investigate and 
ask for a free 
cupcake! 

 

 

My cousin, Ava, called 
in an in an argument in 
the town square. 
 

 

 Once upon a time, a Rancher lived in the small town of FEANTM for over 20 years. He was known for his 
delicious rhubarb pies that he often brought to local community events. One day, the Secretary announced 
that there would be a rhubarb pie-baking contest at the annual town fair. Our Rancher being a competitive 
man, decided to enter the contest. 
 
As the day of the fair approached, the entire town was buzzing with excitement. Everyone was eager to taste 
the pies and see who would come out on top. On the contest day, the Secretary and Rancher arrived early 
to set up their booths for judging. Glaring at each other, they said good morning and good luck. We know 
neither meant good luck, but it was nice that they mentioned it. 
 
The judges, consisting of Mayor John, Supervisor Marsha, and two local bakers, Art and Nicole, tasted each 
pie and deliberated for what seemed like hours (Marsha needed two slices each to decide). Finally, they 
announced the winner: The Rancher's rhubarb pie had taken first place!   
The town residents ducked in case the Secretary threw hers at The Rancher! 
 
The Secretary scowled at The Rancher but was gracious in her defeat and congratulated him. From then on, 
the two became baking adversaries (that is familiar since they argue about everything). They often shared 
baking tips and recipes for the Rhubarb Pie, but we know that The Rancher never puts oregano and garlic 
in Rhubarb Pie!   

 
                                     And every year, The Rancher entered the contest and won, cementing his status as     
                                          the town's top pie maker.   

 

The end. Or is it?    You’re correct, it isn’t the end!  

 



 

 

RheKen 
Town investigative reporter 
     I am AI and live on a small ranch on the outskirts of the town  
     I use chatGPT for assistance. 
Investigate:  “Why are milking cows wearing pink bows?” 
      

     May 

The Rancher & the 
Secretary are 
arguing IN our 
movie theater 
while everyone is 
yelling QUIET!! 
 
My cousin Ava ran 
out of the movie 
theater to call me. 
Will they give me a 
free movie ticket?   
 

 

While Jason was 
working the 
concession stand 
giving out free popcorn 
he heard loud arguing. 

Brett, the theater 
manager, called the 
town police. He 
explained that an 
argument was louder 
than the movie.  
 

Once upon a time, a Rancher lived in the small town of FEANTM. He was known for his cattle and milking 
cows. He sold milk and baked goods from his store in the town.  
 

One morning The Rancher stood on his porch gazing out on his cow pasture, enjoying the day. Suddenly 
he yelled, "What the heck are my cows wearing?" To his surprise, every cow had a big pink bow around 
their neck.  
 

Although the cows looked happy and pretty, The Rancher was upset. He started thinking about who would 
go into his pasture to put pink bows on his cows. Our Rancher, a thinking man, decided it must be the 
Secretary. He stormed into the town movie theater.  She was seated in the front row watching the movie. 
Yes, you are correct that they argued in the movie theater!   
 

As the day continued, the town residents heard about the argument and drove by, taking selfies with a cow 
wearing a bow to post on their social media pages. All the people taking selfies aggravated him to the point 
that he didn't even want to bake his famous Rhubarb pies to sell. He found the Secretary in the movie and 
she tried to explain what had happened – the argument was so loud in the theater that he didn’t hear what 
she tried to explain. 
 

The Secretary explained she wanted to show him goodwill. Even though her pie tasted better, she wasn't 
upset that The Rancher won the baking contest. She decided to help The Rancher organize rotating his 
milking cows into the different pastures. She explained by putting different colored pink bows on each cow 
that, she could see from a distance Myrtle, PingPong, Cynthia-Ann, and the others. The Secretary said the 
bows would help her recognize them. The Rancher thought, who the heck names a cow PingPong, Myrtle, 
or Cynthia-Ann?   The Rancher was still suspicious. 
 

The Rancher didn't say anything. He only answered, "Oh, okay, that makes sense." At the next Town Hall 
Meeting, while the Secretary was telling the Supervisor about her sorting idea, The Rancher walked up 
with a big smile and returned all the bows. He turned to the Secretary and said, "I think you should sort 
your own silverware drawer from now on."  He then walked out of the meeting laughing to himself.   

The End – well, at least of putting pink bows on the cows. 
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